East
Germans
in
Former
Communist City Protest Mass
Immigration
After
the
Stabbing of a German Man
Two thousand Germans, labeled as “far-right” protesters and
“Nazis”, demonstrated against terrorism and migrant crime
following the arrest of a Syrian man and an Iraqi man who are
accused of stabbing a 35-year old German carpenter to death on
Sunday. The government condemned the Germans while hundreds
of leftists showed up to counter-protest the German citizens
who oppose migrant crime.
The protests are being held in
Chemnitz, which used to be a part of communist East Germany
when the city was called “Karl-Marx-Stadt”, which is the scene
of the murder. Some protesters were heard chanting “We Are
the People!” which is the same chant used by anti-communist
people during the communist era. German society is divided
over Merkel’s admission of a million migrants in 2015.

Over 1,000 right-wing supporters spontaneously
gathered in Chemnitz city centre on Monday
following the fatal stabbing of a man, allegedly
by migrants, with some attacking foreigners and
yelling anti-migrant slogans.
The demonstration, which was largely organised by local
football hooligan group Kaotic, came in reaction to a brutal

stabbing of a 35-year-old local named Daniel who was attacked
on Sunday while attending a street festival, Die Welt reports.
Police are still investigating the motive behind the
attack which also saw two other Germans seriously injured,
with two arrests, a 23-year-old Syrian migrant and a 22-yearold Iraqi, announced on Monday.
People display candles following the violent death of a 35year-old man during the city festival in downtown Chemnitz on
August 26, 2018. (Photo: SEBASTIAN WILLNOW/AFP/Getty Images)
Following the attack, the anti-mass migration Alternative for
Germany (AfD) organised a peaceful demonstration of around 100
people that saw no incidents of violence. AfD MP Markus
Frohnmaier commented on the stabbing on Twitter writing: “If
the state can no longer protect the citizens, people go to the
streets and protect themselves.”
“Today it is the citizens’ duty to stop the death-bringing
‘knife migration’! It could have been your father, son or
brother!” he added.
1000 Rechtsextreme marschieren in Chemnitz auf. Laut
Beobachtern Übergriffe auf Migranten. Polizei überrumpelt.
#c2608 pic.twitter.com/LuxcEV5onD
— Fabian Eberhard (@FabianEberhard) August 26, 2018
Shortly after the initial protest, the football hooligan group
Kaotic organised their own demonstration which allegedly saw
foreigners targetted with bottles by members of the protest.
Read full article here…

California’s Next (Likely)
Governor, Gavin Newsom, Vowes
to Bring Universal Healthcare
to Everyone in the State,
Including Illegal Aliens
California: Democrat gubernatorial candidate Gavin Newsom
vowed to implement universal healthcare in the the state and
will grant medical services to illegal aliens through
executive order. He bragged about bringing universal
healthcare to San Francisco and promised that the state will
have it “fully implemented, regardless of pre-existing
conditions, ability to pay, and regardless of your immigration
status.”
Gary Gileno says Newsom is up in the polls by 20 points and is
likely to win the governor’s office. He includes video
testimony of a doctor saying that women from China, Vietnam,
Mexico, and all over the world come to California to give
birth to obtain US citizenship and to have 100% of their
medical bill paid by taxpayers. -GEG

From Pod Save America:
FAVREAU: How do you plan to get single-payer health care
passed?

NEWSOM: It needs to be pulled into the governor’s office. The
executive needs to lead it. Obamacare would not have happened
if it was just exclusively a legislative fiat — that said —
and Nancy Pelosi did a magical job of organizing it, but it
required the concerted contributions of the president of the
United States. The only way in a state whose population that
is larger than 163 nations — California — whose economy is
larger than all of four nations — fifth largest economy — to
approximate a strategy for universal health care with the
support and concurrence of the governor. Frankly, that’s not
an indictment, it’s just what’s been missing in the past. So,
I’d bring that into my office. I brought it well beyond a bill
that basically started a process. If you read 562, the vast
majority of elected officials that were for and against it
didn’t — Did not. For and against did not, because they would
have actually known what it said.
It would have created a committee that began a process to come
up with a strategy and a plan to finance and organize with 34
prescribed benefits, a universal strategy for single-payer
financing. That process can be done without a bill. That
process should be done by the next governor and I’m committed
to it for no other reason than health care is devouring our
budget. Health care in this state is the biggest driver of our
unfunded retirement benefits. It’s a driver of a lot of our
costs, not the least of which at the UC and CSU. I serve on
both those boards. Tuition is impacted by the costs of
employment, personnel costs are impacted by health care. It’s
the issue that animates most of the voters I talk to, still,
even in this post-Obamacare world. The inflationary burdens
are self-evident and the vandalism these guys are doing on the
federal level is only going to make things worse. I’d like to
see if we could control our own destiny. I’m not naive about
it. I did universal health care when I was Mayor. Fully
implemented, regardless of pre-existing conditions, ability to
pay, and regardless of your immigration status. San Franciso
is the only universal health care plan for all undocumented

residents in America. Very proud of that. We proved it could
be done without bankrupting the city. I’d like to see that
extended to the rest of the state.
Read full article here…

China
Hacked
Hillary
Clinton’s
Private
Email
Server
and
Received
a
‘Courtesy Copy’ of Every
Email She Sent and Received
Richard Pollack from the Daily Caller reports that sources say
a Chinese-owned company hacked into Hillary Clinton’s homebrew server all throughout her time as Secretary of State and
forwarded ‘courtesy copies’ to the Chinese government. Two
officials with the Intelligence Community Inspector General
repeatedly warned FBI officials of this fact, including Peter
Strzok who was the bureau’s top counterintelligence official.
Hillary’s server was easy to hack, because she never installed
security safeguards.
UPDATE:
US Representative Louie Gohmert revealed that he
FBI’s statement that they had “not found any evidence the
servers were compromised” was deceptive because it was the

Inspector General who found the breach.
A Chinese-owned company penetrated former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton’s private server, according to
sources briefed on the matter.
The company inserted code that forwarded copies of
Clinton’s emails to the Chinese company in real time.
The Intelligence Community Inspector General warned of
the problem, but the FBI subsequently failed to act,
Texas Republican Rep. Louie Gohmert said during a July
hearing.
A Chinese-owned company operating in the Washington, D.C.,
area hacked Hillary Clinton’s private server throughout her
term as secretary of state and obtained nearly all her emails,
two sources briefed on the matter told The Daily Caller News
Foundation.
The Chinese firm obtained Clinton’s emails in real time as she
sent and received communications and documents through her
personal server, according to the sources, who said the
hacking was conducted as part of an intelligence operation.
The Chinese wrote code that was
was kept in Clinton’s residence
generated an instant “courtesy
emails and forwarded them to the
the sources.

embedded in the server, which
in upstate New York. The code
copy” for nearly all of her
Chinese company, according to

The Intelligence Community Inspector General (ICIG) found that
virtually all of Clinton’s emails were sent to a “foreign
entity,” Rep. Louie Gohmert, a Texas Republican, said at a
July 12 House Committee on the Judiciary hearing. He did not
reveal the entity’s identity, but said it was unrelated to
Russia.
Two officials with the ICIG, investigator Frank Rucker and
attorney Janette McMillan, met repeatedly with FBI officials

to warn them of the Chinese intrusion, according to a former
intelligence officer with expertise in cybersecurity issues,
who was briefed on the matter. He spoke anonymously, as he was
not authorized to publicly address the Chinese’s role with
Clinton’s server.
Among those FBI officials was Peter Strzok, who was then the
bureau’s top counterintelligence official. Strzok was fired
this month following the discovery he sent anti-Trump texts to
his mistress and co-worker, Lisa Page. Strzok didn’t act on
the information the ICIG provided him, according to Gohmert.
Gohmert mentioned in the Judiciary Committee hearing that ICIG
officials told Strzok and three other top FBI officials that
they found an “anomaly” on Clinton’s server.
The former intelligence officer TheDCNF spoke with said the
ICIG “discovered the anomaly pretty early in 2015.”
“When [the ICIG] did a very deep dive, they found in the
actual metadata — the data which is at the header and footer
of all the emails — that a copy, a ‘courtesy copy,’ was being
sent to a third party and that third party was a known Chinese
public company that was involved in collecting intelligence
for China,” the former intelligence officer told TheDCNF.
“The [the ICIG] believe that there was some level of phishing.
But once they got into the server something was embedded,” he
said. “The Chinese are notorious for embedding little
surprises like this.”
The intelligence officer declined to name the Chinese company.
“We do know the name of the company. There are indications
there are other ‘cutouts’ that were involved. I would be in a
lot of trouble if I gave you the name,” he told TheDCNF.
A government staff official who’s been briefed on the ICIG’s
findings told TheDCNF that the Chinese state-owned firm linked

to the hacking operates in Washington’s northern Virginia
suburbs. The source was not authorized to publicly discuss the
matter.
The company that penetrated Clinton’s server was not a
technology firm and it served as a “front group” for the
Chinese government, the source told TheDCNF.
The Fairfax and Loudoun county governments told TheDCNF that
13 state-owned Chinese companies operate in the area. Of
those, three were not technologically oriented.
Fairfax County Economic Development Authority communications
manager Seth Livingston told TheDCNF that all of the nine
firms operating in his county were there in 2009 when Clinton
began as secretary of state.
“Our Asian folks believe that all of the companies have been
around and known to us since that time period,” he said in an
email.
“This is the most combed over subject in modern American
political history,” Clinton spokesman Nick Merrill told
TheDCNF. “The FBI spent thousands of hours investigating, and
found no evidence of intrusion. That’s a fact.”
“But in an age where facts are alternative and truth isn’t
truth, it’s no surprise that an outlet like the Daily Caller
would try to distract us from very real and very immediate
threats to our democracy brought by the man occupying the
White House,” he continued.
Department of State Inspector General Steven A. Linick and
then-ICIG I. Charles McCullough III scrutinized Clinton’s
server in 2015. McCullough told Congress in July 2015 that her
emails contained classified material.
“IC IG was involved in the classification review of certain
information drawn from the private email server,” an agency

spokeswoman told TheDCNF. She declined to comment further.
The two IGs asked the Department of Justice to investigate
whether the classified information was compromised, according
to a July 23, 2015, New York Times report based on unnamed
senior government officials.
The FBI issued a referral to the Justice Department in July
2015. The bureau warned that classified information may have
been disclosed to a foreign power or to one of its agents.
Read full article here…

UK Prime Minister Theresa
May, While Visiting South
Africa, Announced Support for
Land Expropriation from White
Farmers
British Prime Minister Theresa May, while on a visit to South
Africa to cement trade ties with African nations, said the UK
supports land reform (expropriation) of land owned by white
farmers if it is “legal and transparent and generated through
a democratic process.” In other words, the UK supports theft

if there is a law that authorizes it and the majority approves
of it. She said that this land theft is an opportunity to
“unlock investment” for the country. -GEG

